
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Over recent days we have been running 
multiple tours for families around the 
school. Primarily this has been for children 
of Year 5 & 6 parents, but we are also keen 
that parents with children already here in 
the school should be able to visit. If you 
would like a guided tour around the school, 
led by a senior member of staff, or student, 
don’t hesitate to get in contact. The students 
are keen to see visitors and are proud to 
show you what they are doing.  
 

This week I wanted to spend some time outlining to parents and carers how we 
have thoughtfully planned the personal development of students in the school. 
There is often too much emphasis placed on grades and practising exam papers 
in schools, sometimes to the detriment of the important skills and qualities that 
are just as essential in later life. The personal development curriculum in The 
Abbey School from Year 7 through to Year 13 has been carefully designed to 
promote progression, stretch and challenge for all our young people. We know 
that Abbey students need to become well-rounded individuals and do not 
promote an education that is limited to the achievement of final GCSE or A Level 
grades.  
 
In Year 7 the theme for learning is Enjoyment and Engagement. When children 
join our school we want them to be trying out new experiences, enjoying new 
lessons, and playing a full and active part in the learning. When students enter 
Year 8 the focus across our learning becomes Working with Others; we promote 
teamwork and group problem-solving in our subjects. It is essential that our 
children develop their interpersonal skills given that these are not only hugely 
important for their education but also for later life.   
 
As students commence their GCSE study (in Year 9) we shift the emphasis in our 
curriculum planning to Persistence and Resilience so that students have 
opportunities to build their strength of character in the face of challenge. We 
want our students to understand the value of building good study habits, and to 
continue in the face of challenge. Equally, our students are provided with support 
for managing anxiety and mental health so that they understand the importance 
of retaining balance and perspective in their lives.   
 
Our Year 10 and 11 curricula are themed on Altruism and Community and then 
Leadership respectively. Importantly the foci are not on exam results or study 
skills, although these are emphasised elsewhere in the learning. This is because 
for students to become effective sixth formers they need an awareness of their 
role in the local community and their personal responsibility to contribute to its 
improvement. In fact, we ideally want our students to be modelling the leadership 
characteristics and traits that will enable them to become head students when 
they enter Year 12 or 13.  
 
Sixth form study is centred around the theme of Thinking Creatively and 
Independently in Year 12 and then Lifelong Learning in Year 13. The purpose here 
is to promote the kind of thinking and working habits that will secure their success 
long after leaving The Abbey School’s pastoral care. A key component of this is 
the appreciation that learning does not finish when you leave school, college or 
university – there is no ‘finish line’ when it comes to our individual self-
development.   
 
Whilst the above strands are carefully woven into the learning, there are a 
number of other constituent parts to the way that we do ‘Personal Development’ 
in our school. All of our children have an extended form time of up to 40 minutes.  
Within this, every child has a period of independent reading scheduled alongside 
a carefully sequenced personal development programme. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is reinforced through regular scheduled assemblies, both in the mornings and 
ad-hoc assemblies at other points in the school calendar.  
 
So, what does Personal Development actually mean? Well, it covers a wide range 
of different areas but it is worth me summarising the key areas that your son or 
daughter will be studying.   
 

The first is what is known as PSHE (Personal, Social and Health Education). We 
teach students about their wider safety, an understanding about money and an 
awareness of technology and the media. Linked to this are relationships 
education, sex education and training in both physical health and mental 
wellbeing.  
 

In citizenship, students learn about how to be a responsible member of society 
and are given opportunities to consider the views of others, weigh up the 
evidence and articulate reasoned responses. This is reinforced by our school 
expectations which provide development of character with emphasis on 
courtesy, politeness and respect. We also encourage all children to get actively 
involved in the wider life of the school including performing arts, sports, The Duke 
of Edinburgh’s Award and many others. The school day does not have to finish at 
3.30 and there are a multitude of ways for your child to personalise their 
development around their own interests and hobbies.  
 

The Abbey School emphasises British Values in its curriculum. These include 
democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual tolerance of others. We 
have scheduled moments in our teaching where we also highlight the importance 
of both inclusion and equality of opportunity. Our students understand that no-
one should be treated or thought of as less favourable because they belong to a 
specific group. Students learn about the idea of ‘protected characteristics’ as 
defined by the Equalities Act and how this applies to everyday life.  
 
It would be remiss to talk about personal development without referring to the 
excellent work undertaken in our school in the area of careers information and 
guidance. Only recently we had Careers’ Week which proved highly popular and 
successful, judged by the feedback from students. Not only do we give our 
students a number of chances to come into contact with potential future 
employers throughout their time in school, but also lots of time to learn about 
routes into different careers.   
 
The last elements of personal development in The Abbey School are the spiritual, 
moral, social and cultural aspects of learning. There is an explicit intention for our 
students to develop an understanding of different people’s faiths and values. We 
give our young people the tools to help discern right from wrong, appreciate the 
views of others, then understand their own and others’ behaviour as well as the 
consequences of actions. Our teaching promotes students becoming socialised, 
cooperating and communicating with increased confidence with a wide variety of 
people in different roles. It also provides children with the knowledge they need 
to understand the cultural influences that have shaped our country.  
 
I hope this has given you a little more background about what we do in The Abbey 
to support your child to become a well-rounded adult beyond the confines of 
exam outcomes. The progression of students through all of the areas of learning 
covered above should provide you with confidence that your child has the 
foundations to ‘Be the Best They Can Be’ in every area of their later life.   
 
Best wishes 
 
 
Dr R Speller 
Headteacher 
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Spotlight on…British Science Week 
 

What is British Science Week?  
British Science Week is a ten-day celebration of science, technology, engineering 
and is supported by UK Research and Innovation. Its ambition is to raise 
awareness, spark enthusiasm and celebrate science, engineering, technology and 
maths with people of all ages and from all walks of life.  
 
How have our staff sparked the students’ enthusiasm for Science this week?  
We have organised a range of exciting and innovative events this week to inspire 
our own scientists/engineers/mathematicians/technology buffs of the future.   
 
Our Key Stage Three students have been taking part in some investigative work 
and creating some well-engineered structures out of spaghetti and 
marshmallows. They also had the opportunity to become chemists and explore 
ideas about mixtures, compounds and reactions through the combustion of 
ethanol-soaked paper ‘money’ (not the real thing!).  
 
It wasn’t just a week of exciting experiments and activities; it was also the perfect 
opportunity to provide our students with more information on the type of STEM 
careers that might interest them in the future. We are so proud of our students 
here at The Abbey School and are beyond excited about what their futures will 
look like and the marks that they will make on this world.  
‘Be The Best That You Can Be!’ 
 

       
 

       
 

 
 

Upcoming Key Dates 
LIBF Unit 1 & 3 resits written  Monday 21st March 
Y11 BTEC Media assessments  Monday 21st March 
Y11 BTEC Media assessments  Tuesday 22nd March 
Y11 Mock Speaking MFL exams  Wednesday 23rd March 
Year 12/13 Subject Consultation Evening Wednesday 23rd March 
Y11 Dance GCSE Assessment  Wednesday 30th March 
Year 9 Booster Vaccinations  Thursday 21st April/Friday 22nd  
Business Studies A Level Revision Workshop Monday 25th April 
Swale Youth Forum   Wednesday 27th April 
Year 11 Subject Consultation Evening Wednesday 27th April 
D of E Bronze Award Expedition  Saturday 7th May – Sunday 8th May 
Year 7 Tutor Consultation Evening Wednesday 18th May 
School Jubilee Celebration Day  Friday 27th May 
Year 9 Tutor Consultation Evening Wednesday 8th June 
London Theatre Trip to ‘Wicked’  Thursday 30th June 
Dance Showcase at The Anselm Studio Wednesday 6th July  
 

Comic Relief/Red Nose Day 
Comic Relief Day (or Red Nose Day) took place today, 18 March. This year we 
asked students to show their support by donating a £1 and wearing crazy, 
coloured socks, tights and/or tie to school.   No matter how small, all donations 
to Comic Relief can help people live free from poverty, violence and 
discrimination. This includes funding organisations that are supporting people 
right now in Ukraine, and those attempting to cross the border.  
 

We are also supporting an ex-student and her family who have a terminally-ill 
little boy and are raising money to take him to visit koala bears at Longleat for his 
second birthday.  Thomas was born with a life-limiting brain condition, 
lissencephaly, that affects just one in 100,000 children. Thomas’s mum attended 
The Abbey School so we want to help them raise some money to achieve their 
aim of giving Thomas this wonderful experience. 
 

Here’s just a selection of our students sporting a wonderful collection of ties, 
socks and tights, who supported these worthy causes today:   
 

      
 

           

Day Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13 
 

Mon, Tues, Wed, 
Fri 

 

3.25 
 

3.20 
 

3.15 
 

3.10 
 

3.30 
 

3.30 
 

3.30 

 

 Thursday only 
 

 

2.25 
 

2.20 
 

2.15 
 

2.10 
 

2.30 
 

2.30 
 

2.30 

STARS OF THE WEEK 
Well done to our Stars of the Week, beginning 14th March 2022. They are: 

 Rita-Mae 

Horgan-Burke 

Y8   

24 House Points 

 

Madison  

Gisby 

Y8 

33 House Points 

 

Maisie 

Everest 

 Y7 

29 House Points 

 

Macey 

Powell 

Y8 

28 House Points 

35 
STAGGERED DISMISSAL TIMES w/c 21/03/2022 


